Nuachtlitir Choláiste De Lacy
Nollaig 2017

The 23rd of October 2017 was a special day for Coláiste De Lacy in Ashbourne, as it marked their first 15-a-side
triumph in boys Gaelic football. A panel of 30 travelled to Dunganny to compete in the Oliver Coogan Memorial
Shield with more a sense of hope rather than expectancy. As a new school, the pool of players is currently much
smaller in CDL than most of the schools that it has to compete with. Over the last four years a lot of hard work
has been put in and the school has been on the receiving end of some real hammerings, but credit to the panel this
year they came back and were determined not to be the whipping boys anymore. Numbers at training increased,
with the aid of an excellent bunch of first years, the wheel seemed to be turning.
On the day CDL played Beaufort College, Navan in the opening fixture. In a nervy first half both teams made loads
of mistakes but the St. Vincent's man and captain; Gary Tuite proved the difference between the teams with his
ability to win turnovers and launch counter attacks. Conor Early, Karl Cannon and Harry Brennan McMahon found
their shooting boots in the second half and CDl had their first win on the board; 2-3 to 0-0.
Next up were Athboy C.S., who were physically much stronger. However, a combination of Ashley Holloway’s
excellent kick outs and Killian Mc Grane’s ability to win breaks for CDl gave them a foothold in the game. Harry
Brennan McMahon lit up the second half and in the dying moments of the game the tireless Luke Keena popped up
with the insurance point to ensure a place in the final: 1-9 to 1-7.
In the final Coláiste na hlnse, Bettystown were the opponents and a hard hitting final it was. Both teams competed
wholeheartedly for every ball, but a flat CDL trailed by three points at half time. Once again it was Gary Tuite who
stood up for the men from Ashbourne, despite being involved in a heavy collision, the Ardcath man led by example
to turn the tide. He was helped by the teak tough Sean Watson and Adam Keena. Midfield dynamo; Mark Murray
popped up with two late goals to secure the shield and the final whistle was greeted with pure joy from the men
from CDl: 4-6 to 2-4.
Team managers John Mc Guinness and Conor Brennan would like to thank Donaghmore-Ashbourne and in particular
Martin Lynch (GPO) for their help. For a school with just over 300 students to win this shield and have 3 teams
entered in the Leinster post primary league this year is a testament to the hard work that has gone in by the staff
and students of CDL.
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Fáilte roimh Máistir Ó’hUigínn

Máistir Ó’hUigínn brings significant experience from a number of schools in LMETB in which he worked
over the past 15 years. Having a broad and varied level of expertise as a teacher and also in a management capacity as a Special Duties Teacher, Assistant Principal and Deputy Principal, he brings a strong
knowledge base with him to Coláiste De Lacy.
As well as his experience in the classroom as a teacher of Science and Maths, he was on secondment to
the Teacher Education Section of the Department of Education with the Professional Development
Service for Teachers (PDST). Here he fulfilled the role of lead advisor for the Sciences and the Leaving
Certificate Applied Programme offering support to schools, teachers and school leaders.
More recently he held the position of Deputy Principal in Ratoath College where he led a number of
projects involving the integration of technology into the learning environment through the use of iPad and
“Schoology” the Virtual Learning Environment as well as leading teacher induction for newly qualified
teachers.
“I am delighted to be a part of the CDL team. I feel that the hard work and
commitment Iníon Corrigan and the fantastic team of teachers have put in to
the Coláiste up to this point has paid great dividends. In establishing a calm and
safe environment in which our students can flourish we are well positioned to
offer them an engaging and dynamic learning experience here in Coláiste De
Lacy. Here we will work together towards unlocking their potential to become
resilient, creative and resourceful young individuals”

CDL Office Opening Hours
The office will be closed from 12:30 on
Friday 22nd December 2017.
It will reopen with at 08:30 on Monday
8th January 2018.
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Student Reflections on Term 1 & 2
‘’Term 2 got harder than Term 1 with all
the Xmas exams and trying to balance
hobbies, studying & homework. But I like
the Christmas spirit in the school’’
(Karl, 1st Yr)

‘’When I first came into school I was so
scared to see what it would be like but
after a while I loved it. School is so fun.
I love the Art and Robotics’’.
(Tyrone, 1st Yr)

‘’For Science Week we did an egg drop from the top of
the red stairs. We studied for all our tests and
they were still pretty hard. I finished Home Ec
and History then moved onto Woodwork and
Metalwork. The school has been decorated for Xmas
and looks beautiful ’’
(Billy, 1st Yr)
‘’We won our first trophy with the school football team which was great and we were
unlucky in the semi-finals in Basketball’’
(Eoin, 3rd Yr)
‘’We played a lot of matches and we were
successful. We won the shield in football and
we got to the semi-final in Basketball so
hard work pays off’
(Mark 3rd Yr)
‘’Term 1 was exciting in many different ways. I
made new friends, learned new things in all
different subjects & found new subjects I
didn't think I would like. School is really
enjoyable and I enjoy trying my best’’
(Éabha, 1st Yr)
‘’The canteen opened. My clann is great. I studied
well for my exams’’
(Adam, 2nd Yr)

‘’I really liked dressing up for Halloween
and we got the canteen’’
(Kayleigh, 2nd Yr)
‘’All the older students are so nice’’
(Robyn, 1st Yr)

‘’The egg drop challenge for Science Week was
very fun. I got to know my Clann an awful
lot better which is great. Things like that
are a great chance to relax and have a
break from study’’
(Ellen, 3rd Yr)

‘’I went to loads of GAA matches.
We dissected a lamb’s heart and it was really
cool. It was a bit weird looking at the start
but you got used to it towards the end of
the dissection. And when we dressed up
for Halloween that was really funny’’.
(Paddy, 1st Yr)

‘’I had a really good first term because I got a really
good clann, the canteen opened, I joined school
rugby and its fun’’
(Caolán, 2nd Yr)

‘’In term 1 I started school in Coláiste De Lacy. I felt really
welcome at my new school. We got put into Rangs and our
Clanns and our lockers. That was good but it took a while
to get used to. We started Enrichment and I really liked
it. We even dressed up for Halloween’’
(Cia, 1st Yr)

‘’I was quite nervous starting
secondary school but the first two
days were very welcoming. I joined
debating which I now really enjoy.
I settled in pretty quickly. I met
lots of nice people and I joined a
club’’
(Béibhinn, 1st Yr)
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Memories of Term 1 & 2
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Memories of Term 1 & 2
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Awards
28th
November
CDLCeremony
Christmas
Cards
20172014

Congratulations to Victoria McElearney (TY) (card shown above), Roksana Drzewiecka (2nd
Year) (card shown below right) and Sophie Norton (1st Year) ) (card shown below left) on
having their Christmas Card designs selected and professionally printed to send out to
incoming students and our school community. There were a huge number of talented entries
this year so it was very difficult to select the final cards. Thanks to all students for their
participation and well done to all of the students who
helped to decorate the school for Christmas.
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CDL Parent-Teacher Association
Dear Parents /Guardians & Students,
I wish to take this opportunity to introduce your new Parent Teacher Association. We are a new
group of parents who work for and on behalf of all the parents/guardians of CDL.
We are happy to say that as we are such a new group we have achieved many things.
We have been a support to Iníon Corrigan and her teaching staff in many ways, from assisting with
the Maidin Fáilte Isteach, co-ordinating vaccinations for students, establishing the library, collecting decorations/games for the school and facilitating with the move from the old school to our
fantastic new building.
The Uniform Sub-Committee assisted Iníon Corrigan in choosing our school uniform. Over the
past few years additional items have been added to the school uniform including a rain jacket,
shorts and more recently girl's trousers. We now have two dedicated uniform representatives on
the new PTA. We would like to thank Niall from Kaideen Uniform Suppliers for his assistance in
providing such a great service.
As part of realising the vision for CDL, the committee have been actively involved in working on
and developing policies to make CDL the school it has become today.

Our raffles at Easter and Christmas have helped us raise some much needed funds. Our Christmas
Bag Pack is the largest fundraiser we have undertaken to date. We would appreciate as much support from parents so we can make this a huge success. Please sign up now !!
One of our PTA members has kindly donated a beautiful Christmas Hamper and the tickets will be
sold in the school by our Transition Year Students.
We would like to congratulate our PTA Chairperson Sharon Norton, on becoming the new female
Board of Management representative. We know you will continue to work hard on behalf of the
parents and students in our school.
We would like to say a big thank you to our Principal Inion Corrigan, teachers, students and
parents for your continued support of the PTA and wish you all a wonderful Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Tracy Collins
Secretary
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Irish School’s Fitness Challenge 2017
Coláiste De Lacy took part in the Irish Schools Fitness Challenge again this year. Pupils
completed their initial test in early October and have been working on improving their fitness
levels since. All classes have been taking part in timed lap challenges as well as different
strength classes. Students were assigned activity homework and many have been working hard
to improve their fitness by attending the extracurricular sports clubs inside school as well as
trying to be as active as possible outside of school. The second phase of results have been
collected and the PE Department are proud to announce that all the effort has paid off and
that the majority of students have improved their result.

Camogie 2017
This year a camogie team was formed in Coláiste De Lacy and our students took part in
the Meath/Kildare Novice Schools Senior league. Participating in a league with older and more
experienced players, Coláiste De Lacy stepped up and produced some super displays
against Coláiste Chiaráin Leixlip, St. Peter's College Dunboyne and Athboy CS. A rock
tight defense, strong running in the midfield and a versatile forward line that defended as
well as scored ensure that we competed well with more established schools. An important
mention needs to be given to the large number of players have only started playing since
September. These girls have risen to the tough challenge set by competing with players that
have represented their counties at minor level. Training continues every week and numbers
are growing. We look forward to playing in the Meath/Kildare Junior League that will begin in
February.
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Visit by Lauren McGee
On the 8th of November, CDL were honoured to have Dublin Ladies Footballer and 2017 All
Ireland winner; Lauren McGee to visit.
Lauren brought with her the Brendan Martin cup and spoke with students about the hard
work and effort it takes to win an All-Ireland and also balance her studies in college. Lauren
spoke of her growth mindset and perseverance in coming back to Croke Park this year having
tasted defeat at the same stage last year and encouraged students to always keep working
hard no matter what the obstacles.
Many congratulations to Lauren on her fantastic achievement!

CDL Basketball
Well done to the u16 Boys Basketball team who reached the semi final of the North East
basketball league for the second successive year. They were beaten by a strong
Ballymakenny outfit but they displayed excellent skills and
attitude throughout the tournament.
Also, well done to the U16 Girls Basketball team who took part
in the North-East Post-Primary School League this season. As
always, the students represented the school very well and they
supported each other during every game. The Minor and Junior
league commences in the New Year. Looking forward to the
season ahead!
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Coláiste De Lacy celebrated Science week in November with a number of events and
competitions held throughout the week. These included the marshmallow tower building
challenge as well as digestion and methane fire bubble demonstrations. There were daily
science riddles as well as tasking starters that encouraged students and staff to use their
imagining and noticing habits. Two TY students performed a humorous monologue during
Tionól where both staff and students learned to never trust an atom as they make up everything along with many more interesting facts.
The highlight of the week was the Clann Egg Drop Challenge where students had to create a
structure that would protect an egg that was dropped from the first floor onto the halla
floor. The competition was fierce and a number of Clann’s were inseparable. As a result he
science department have decided to run another egg drop challenge with stricter criteria
after Christmas. The Science Department would like to thank both staff and students for
their participation and effort which made Science Week an extremely enjoyable event.
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This year Coláiste De Lacy launched its first ever Book Club with a
huge turnout. We had on average 17 members each week and the
group met every Wednesday lunchtime in Iníon Sorohan's classroom.
So far we have managed to make our way through three children's
classics and a couple of Book Quizzes, with some great student
discussions and observations around the books!
We read Margery Williams 1920's tale of 'The Velveteen Rabbit'- a
rabbit who struggles and perseveres to become 'real'. He learns
what it truly means to be human -the good and the bad.
Next up was the very famous 'The Little Prince' by Antione de SaintExupéry. Written in the form of a children's book just after World War
II the book follows a 'little prince' from another planet who lands on
Earth and seeks to make sense of our planet through his 'questioning' of
a pilot he meets in the Sahara desert. The book is very philosophical and
tries to look at human nature, what seems important to people versus
what is actually important.

Lastly we looked at Ted Hughes 'The Iron Man'. This book follows a farming community who
try to come to grips and fight against a large iron man that roams the countryside feeding off
their farm machinery in order to keep alive, destroying their farms in
the process. Again this children's book has some hidden meanings.
The book tries to track human thoughts and feelings following the
mechanical and industrial ages and as society become more and more
modern.
Pictured here are the book covers and titles for anyone who wants to
give them a read!
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Comhairle Na nÓG

On Friday the 20th of October a group of Coláiste De Lacy students travelled to Simonstown GAA Club in Navan to take part in the Meath Comhairle na nÓg AGM. The Comhairle
is the National Youth Council of Ireland where young people can have a say and a voice as
they are not yet eligible to vote. It was a busy day. The students were first greeted and
welcomed by Cllr Gerry O'Connor and Fiona Fallon, Community Development officer for Co.
Meath. The focus of the Comhairle na nÓg this year is on Health and Fitness. Students
were invited to an interactive audience Q&A with Lucy Dillon a past participant in the TV
show 'Operation Transformation'. All students then participated in the following workshops: Yoga, Jigsaw Meath, Nutrition and Zumba.
Finally, just before the election process took place students had the opportunity to meet
and discuss issues with some of our local politicians. Pictured above are some of the CDL
students with Cllr Nick Killian who is also a member of the Board of Management of CDL.

“A good library will never be too neat, or too dusty, because somebody will always be in it, taking
books off the shelves and staying up late to read them”
Lemony Snicket – ‘Horseradish’
Parents/guardians and students are kindly asked to
donate any age appropriate books that you are

finished reading. Books are the gift that just keeps
on giving! Our students would very much appreciate
some new books for our new library.
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Awards Ceremony
28th November
2014
CDL Debating
2017
The Senior Debating team took the opportunity to take part in the
Concern Debating Competition. This competition allows students to
develop skills in research, critical thinking, public speaking and
debate, and tackle some of the most important issues facing the
world today. The debating team consist of Matthew Joyce, Jiawen
McCabe, Onora Finn, Evan Eiffe, Vesta Slaustaite and Orla Stewart.
The first debate against The CBS Naas saw Coláiste De Lacy
propose the motion “For women to access leadership positions,
gender quotas must be implemented”. Coláiste De Lacy were
successful in this debate. Coláiste De Lacy were defeated in their
second debate against St. Oliver’s Post Primary School. Coláiste De Lacy had a challenging
motion, proposing that “Young people today are indifferent to the problems of the developing world”. The third debate saw Coláiste De Lacy oppose the motion “China is good for
Africa” against Ashbourne Community School. The Senior Debating teams research and
passionate delivery of their debate saw them succeed in opposing the motion. Throughout
the debates, we were fortunate to have the support of the Junior Debaters who chaired the
home debates, acted as time keepers and entertained the visiting schools.
The Junior Debating team have been busy over the last number of weeks practicing their
debating technique. They take part in school debates each Friday at lunch time. They
recently visited Coláiste Pobail Setanta College located in Clonee, Co. Dublin. Here they
competed against Ashbourne Community School’s Junior Debating team. They proposed the
motion proposes “that social media is destroying our generation". They were defeated in
proposing the motion. However, Matthew Kenny won a prize for best speaker in the debate.
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SVDP Hampers

This year the Transition Year students taken
over the role of organising the SVDP Christmas
Hamper Collection. As part of the Development
Education Module, they have examined Global
Goal 1 “No Poverty”. After examining relative
and consistent poverty, they examined the
amount of poverty in Ireland. They have taken
on their leadership positions by planning a Clann
Competition for the collection of non-perishable
food and toiletries. The closing date for the
contents of the SVDP hampers is the 19th of
December. All donations are welcome for the
Ashbourne Branch of The Society of St. Vincent
de Paul.
Well done and thank you to everyone!
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Awards Ceremony
22nd December 2017
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Transition Year

The Story So Far…….

In September, TY students, together with 4 teachers travelled to Delphi in the west of Ireland for
three days/two nights. Students had an amazing time and engaged in lots of different activities
and learning experiences. This was a great opportunity for students to develop their BLP learning
habits as many of them got stuck into challenges that took them out of their comfort zones. The
students went hiking, rock climbing, played archery, built rafts and swam in the rapids, zip-lined
around an obstacle course, built a campfire, learned how to survive in the wild Bear Gryll’s style
and worked as part of a team to complete lots of different challenges!
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Fiona and Elaine came to visit us in September to educate us on the role of the charity, ‘Friends
of the Elderly’. They discussed the important role young people can play in attempting to reduce
the social isolation and loneliness that elderly people can experience and the contribution that
young people can make to helping to minimise that. As part of out Enterprise module, we wrote
biographies about a special older person in our life. We will be holding a Christmas coffee
morning in school before the holidays to celebrate the older people in our lives.
The students will present the biographies to the
special older people in their lives at this event.

Díospóireachtaí an Idirbhliain
Samhain 2017
Bhí díospóireachtaí spreagúla ar súil sna ranganna Gaeilge an téarma seo idir foireann éagsúla. Bhí an rún ‘Ba chóir go mbeadh ábhar éigeantach í an Ghaeilge i ngach scoil in Éirinn’
pléite ag ghrúpa amháin agus bhí dhá fhoireann eile ag troid leis an rún ‘An féidir linn Gaeilge
a athbheochan arís?’
Díospóireachtaí den scoth ab ea iad agus bhí na daltaí ag obair go dian dícheallach chun a
bheith ina n-eolaithe sna hábhair difriúla. Comhghairdeas le gach dalta ar a n-iarracht féin!

The TYs held a Halloween bake sale
in October which was a great
success!
Students
planned,
marketed organised and baked
mountains of treats. Their bake
sale was such a success that they
plan to hold another one in March!
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As part of the TY programme, students have been participating in a 6 week GAA Leadership
programme, facilitated by Martin Lynch of Donaghmore-Ashbourne GAA. Students have developed
their communication, leadership and refereeing skills as a result!
Staying on the subject of GAA - Former Dublin Senior Football Manager, Paul Caffrey came in to
speak to students about his career as a member of An Garda Síochana, his involvement in sports
and the benefits it has brought to him over the years. It was a hugely enjoyable occasion!
Coláiste De Lacy would like to thank Donaghmore-Ashbourne GAA and Martin Lynch for all of the
support that they have given CDL since it opened.
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TY Trip to Newgrange
‘’We left our school at 9 o'clock and when we arrived
at the visitor centre, we got a tour of the museum
and answered questions on our worksheet. When the
tour of the visitors centre was over, we went into a
room and watched a film about what the people did in
Newgrange and why they built it. Next, we were
transported by bus to the actual site. Here, the tour
guide talked to us about the building and how the
stone was moved and where it came from. We got to
go inside the building and see what it looked like. Inside, we could see all the stone work and
carving that the people who made it carved by hand. They then turned on a light to show us
what happens during the winter and summer solstice. When we got out of the tomb we got
to walk around it and look at the other tombs which where in the distance. It was a really
enjoyable trip to an amazing historical site….just down the road!’’
Gary (TY)

TY Road Safety workshop
‘’The MOG driving simulator was a great experience. Michael taught us serious and
important lessons about driving and road safety in a fun way and I'm sure I'll remember
everything he said. The way he used humour and embarrassment was funny and memorable.
I would say it definitely works for people our age which is great because we will be learning
to drive soon and having the knowledge of road and car safety will make the roads a safer
place for everyone’’.
Ashley (TY)
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Holocaust Workshop
Barry Morgan from the ‘Holocaust Education Trust
Ireland’ recently visited Coláiste De Lacy and facilitated a
workshop for TY students. For some, the Holocaust can be a daunting subject. It is vast and complex and
difficult to bring into the classroom. However, Barry was able to de-mystify it and make it accessible for
students.
It was a truly worthwhile, yet emotional, workshop. The students demonstrated empathy and gained an
understanding of the events and personal sufferings of the Holocaust.
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TY Construction Studies & Business
Transition year students participated in an entrepreneurship Craft Fair for Christmas. The
fair incorporated many aspects regarding strategic business plans and planning the design
and manufacture of a range of products at a variety of different price points. The Christmas Craft Fair was held in Coláiste De Lacy on Thursday the 7th of December and it proved
to be a great success with the vast majority of products being sold on the night.
The Transition year students facilitated the trade of goods and also took more orders
which will be completed before Christmas 2017.
Well done to all involved from Inion Spillane and Máistir McGuinness.
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Christmas Carol Singing in
Silverstream Nursing
Home, Ratoath

TY students along with seven 3rd years went
to Silverstream Nursing Home in Ratoath to
hold a Christmas Carol Service. Students
sang hymns and Christmas songs, read a
Christmas poem and told the tale, 'A Night
Before Christmas'. The residents sang along
and danced. It was a wonderful event and
we'd like to take this opportunity to thank
the residents and staff for allowing us to
visit and wish you all a very Merry Christmas.
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Our Transition Year students are busy designing High
Fashion outfits for their entry in the Junk Kouture
Competition in January. This module allows students to
use their creative, planning, analytical and collaboration skills. The students are creating designs with
materials that would usually end up in the bin. They
would be very grateful if people would donate tulle
material, PVA glue, nets that hold fruit, thread and
wool. This allows our students to utilise materials thus
promoting awareness of the importance of looking
after the environment. By taking part in this module the students are working towards
Global Goal 12; Responsible Consumption and Production.
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‘’Friends of the Elderly’’ Christmas Coffee Morning
Week 2 & 3 Work Experience
Bank of Ireland – School Bank
School News Channel

‘’Really Rubbish Film Festival’’
Young Scientist Exhibition
First Aid Course
Forensic Science Workshop
Driving School
Drum Workshop
Kairos – making a TV/Radio programme from start
to finish.
St. Patrick’s Day Bake Sale
Daffodil Day Fundraising
Poetry Workshop
Law Education and Mock Trials
Guest speakers
TY Trip to Italy
TY Graduation Ceremony
Etc….

Congratulations to all our Transition Year Students who received their JCPA
Certificates (Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement) on 22nd December 2017.
The JCPA replaces the outgoing Junior Certificate. The JCPA certificate contains
the students final results, CBA results (Classroom Based Assessments) and also other
learning experiences that the students engaged in during Junior Cycle.
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Lord of the Flies Alternative Book Cover Competition
Well done to Olivia in Second Year and Eva in Third Year who were the winners of the
'Alternative Book Cover Competition' ran in Iníon Sorohan's English class. Competition was
strong, as you can see from the pictures! A big thanks to our TY students who helped judge
the competition!
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Home Economics
It has been a busy term for the Home Economics
students. Three first year option classes have
got a taste of what is involved in the study of
Home Economics. Students were introduced to
baking, fashion and design, nutritional science,

health studies and consumer studies. They also
had the opportunity to make the first Coláiste
De Lacy Healthy Spice Bag, which was by far the
most popular dish to cook this term. Second
Years have started developing their embroidery
skills by planning, designing and making a Christmas Fox decoration. The open evening allowed
the

Third Year

students

to

display their

thoughts about studying Home Economics and
highlight the learning that takes place in this
subject. The students were involved in making
handmade chocolate truffles and cakes for the
Craft Fair Held in the school for charity.
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Watch Out Roald Dahl!
TY Students Make A Run For His Money!

Once upon a time, on a nice sunny September day, TY students came into English class wondering what
they would be doing…
Iníon Sorohan told us that we would be starting a module on 'Children’s Literature' and at the end of the
module we would have the chance to write our very own children’s book! We were so excited to get
started! We began by researching and learning about the history of Children’s Literature, tracking it's
roots from the 1600's, then the Victorian Age, on to to the Golden Age and through to Modern Times. We
discovered that children once read the books the adults read as children as they were believed to just be
small versions of adults. Once people realised that the ‘young adults’ weren’t adults at all, authors decided
to make books tailored to young people with colourful illustrations and funny, easy to read stories.
We then read and analysed a few bestsellers such as ‘The Tale of Peter Rabbit’ by Beatrix Potter and
‘Where The Wild Things Are’ by Maurice Sendak. Perfect books for the perfect age! We followed on
from this by viewing graphics and illustrations by illustrators such as Beatrix Potter and Quentin Blake
and more recently Emily Gravett for inspiration. After looking at
the history, the books and the illustrations we were now
equipped with all the skills we needed.
It was time to get creative!
We began the journey of crafting our own picture books. We
used apps like Bookcreator and Bookpress recommended to us
by Iníon Sorohan as a platform to host our finished stories.
Some of us chose to create our own illustrations from scratcheither drawing from our own hand or photographing our
characters and scenes and then running them through apps that
would cartoonify or animate them- for example 'Ripper the Dog'
is a real dog owned by one of our students who has been
cartoonified through the Clip to Comic App. Others chose to use
stock images online and use Photoshop on them to tailor them to
our stories.
There were stories about a wingless plane, a dancing giraffe
with a long neck, a hoover that wasn’t working, a creature with
big eyes and big dreams, a dog that longs for a safe and happy
home, an adventure in a bake shop and so much more!
Here’s what a few students said:
“My book is about a hawk in a zoo, feeling like nobody wanted
to come and see him, so he flies around in search of why.” – Alana
“My book is about a child who finds a suitcase full of money but then gives it back to the owner as he saw
a report of a missing suitcase on the news.” – Rokas
“My book is about a child who sees everything as more dangerous than it really is.” – Evan
“My book is about a granddad and a granddaughter who decide to go on a trip on a boat.” – Aoife
“My book is about a busy bakery that suddenly goes downhill.” – Heather
Here is just a small sample from some of the book covers and stories we created.
So, in the future, you never know, you may see a few books in the shops by some of these TY Students!!
Written by Matthew (TY)
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Watch Out Roald Dahl!
TY Students Make A Run For His Money!
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Art
The art students have been very busy this term. There have been a range of crafts and
activities taking place in the art room, all to the encouraging beat of Christmas FM!
The first years this term have been making ceramics and taking advantage of the kiln which
the art department received late last year. Having a kiln has given all students the
opportunity to engage in the process of turning their leather hard clay designs into finished
ceramic pieces. The results have been very beautiful.

The second years have spent a lot of time working in their sketchbooks, developing their
ability to observe line, shape, form and texture from observation. This has given them a good
foundation for drawing, and has assisted them in their current project. At the moment the
second years are enlarging famous paintings by Claude Monet in groups of 3 and 4. They must
enlarge the painting using a grid, and then paint the picture large scale section by section. The
students have said they are 'Enjoying the Struggle!' and are looking forward to the sense of
accomplishment when the paintings are finished.
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Art

The third years are working on their Junior Cert projects since the beginning of October. On
our recent trip to Dublin, the students visited the Hugh Lane Gallery. They were given a tour
of the Gallery and experienced Francis Bacon's art studio, which was reconstructed to look
exactly as it was when he worked in it in London. They also visited the Natural History
Museum, where the students sketched the
animals from observation, and drew inspiration
for
their
projects.
The
third
years are displaying an outstanding level of
skill and creativity in their work, and are
proving to be both a hard working and selfmotivated group of students. They should be
very proud of their work this term.

We were very lucky for all art students to be visited by the artist Kevin Killen, who has
designed a permanent sculpture for the school. This sculpture will be a tree made of stainless
steel. The tree will be engraved with words that the students contributed upon his visit to
the school. These words are words that the students associate with school, and describe
their experience in school. As a school we are very excited for its unveiling in the coming
year!
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CSPE
As part of Rang Cu Chulainn's CSPE Action project, they are raising awareness for Human
Dignity issues surrounding the elderly in our community. Here are some examples of students
posters which aims to highlight issues such as highlighting the important role the elderly have
in our area, elderly abuse and combating loneliness. The students are also making mock television adverts to highlight the above issues and these will be shown to students in the school as
part of their action project.

Gaeilge
Múinteoirí nua!
Bhí na daltaí sa chéad bhliain ag múineadh "Mo Scoil" cúpla seachtain ó shin. Chruthaigh siad
pleananna ceachta i ngrúpaí. Bhí craic agus spraoi ag gach duine sa rang. Maith thú!
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Geography
It isn't often that you would find a farmer, a fisherman and members of Bord Na Móna in your
classroom but that is what happened with 3rd year Geography students recently. Well, not
exactly but close enough! Students created videos taking on these personas to discuss and
revise primary economic activities. Dressed in costume, they acted out people working with raw
materials such as water, oil, peat, fish and farm animals. The creativity in these videos was
excellent but most importantly the collaboration and distilling of information was very
impressive and will no doubt help with their revision.

Spanish
We were transported to Spain, Mexico, South America and
the Caribbean in TY Spanish. We have been learning about the
culture of Spanish speaking countries and as part of this we
explored the music from there. After listening to salsa,
flamenco and reggaeton, students created a lip sync video of a
song in Spanish. With Maracas played and the Macarena
danced, the groups put on a very entertaining show.
Other activities this year have included playing traditional
spanish sports such as ‘pelota’, discussing artists such as
Picasso, Dalí and Kahlo and also writing stories or fairy tales in
their own words. Through this, they are discovering lots of
new information on the life and culture of the Spanish
speaking world.
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History
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Materials Technology Wood
Our 3rd year Students were engaged in solving a design and
make brief since late October 2017. This journey of discovery
began with unpacking all the design requirement’s that were
published by the State Examinations Commission. Within this
project, students had to reason, justify and articulate their
approach in designing a solution that met specific requirements.
Regarding practical activity, students completed a mini project using recycled material taken
from their home. Students had to design a product of value from items that were unused or
broken. Above right is a sample of the design and innovation that took place.
Students in second year were engaged in design with make tasks. Students had to design a
multifunctional product to keep their belongings neatly on display. Students also had to design
and make a picture frame for their own home. These type of projects have many links to the
assessment project and portfolio which is worth 66% in their final Junior Cycle year. Below is
some of the design and make skills that can be seen in second year MTW.

Finally, within our 1st Year taster programme, students are engaged in many subject
disciplines. Over the 7 week programme, students were exposed to the structure of learning
and the skills that will be acquired to fulfil the MTW syllabus requirements and also the
transferable lifelong skills that students will use in future both inside and outside of the
classroom. Below is a sample of the “Fairy Door Project” which incorporated student’s custom
designs for their unique learning experiences.
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CSPE
Well done to our Third Years who have just completed the main stage of their CSPE Action
Project. Their chosen area was 'Human Dignity'. Their action then was to research and investigate an issue that might affect a person's dignity and then design and teach a First Year or
Second Year CSPE lesson based on this through a 'Teacher Take Over' event.
Students divided themselves into groups with each group focusing on a separate area- some
of the topics were race, gender inequality, poverty, mental health and disability and how the
incorrect perception, stereotype and prejudice surrounding these areas can lead to a loss of
human dignity. Each group then took over one of Iníon Sorohan's CSPE groups and taught
their designed lesson plan and activities (while supervised!!) Their lessons were created as
much as possible using BLP teaching and learning strategies.
The feedback from First Year students was extremely positive! They loved having the Third
Years teach them for the class and they really enjoyed the interactive activities designed for
them. The Third Years, although many enjoyed the role reversal of becoming a teacher for
the day, an equal amount were glad to return to their seats as students! The grass can sometimes seem greener!!
Below are some pictures taken from across a variety of the 'Take Overs'.

Students (shown below) work together to
analyse the unequal distribution of wealth
across the world using sweets to symbolise
monetary units.

The next picture (right) shows how either
your position of wealth or poverty can
sometimes be determined by the location
in which you are born. In some countries ,
it is very hard to break out of the poverty
trap. Our Third Year students showed
this by sticking 3 envelopes under random
chairs in the classroom- one 'winner' and
two 'losers' to show this 'lottery system.
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CSPE
The following pictures were taken during the ' Disability and its Effect on Human Dignity'
lesson. Here students learned to empathise with those suffer from physical disability through
exercises such a trying to carry out tasks using just one hand or through writing for example
with the opposite hand they normally write with. Some of our Third Year students then helped
first years sign out their name using sign language.
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The Gift of Reading
Books are fuel for the imagination. They offer a door way to another world for students. Becoming
absorbed in a good book is such a joy. It quietens and opens the mind all at once.
If you are considering buying a book for a teenager for Christmas then you might like to consider
some of the books that are recommended by the Junior Cycle English team. Any book is a wonderful
gift but you might find the lists below useful if you are struggling to choose a suitable book.
Happy reading!
Novels for First Year Students:
ALMOND, David
BABBITT, Nicole
CAREY, Anna
COLFER, Eoin
DOYLE, Roddy
GAIMAN, Neil
GRISHAM, John
HENRY, April
HINTON, Nigel
LANDY, Derek
McKENZIE, Sophie
MORPURGO, Michael
PALACIO, R.J.
PAULSEN, Gary
PULLMAN, Philip
SACHAR, Louis
SHAN, Darren
TAYLOR, Theodore
TOLKEIN, J.R.R.

Skellig
Tuck Everlasting
The Real Rebecca
Artemis Fowl
Wilderness
Coraline
Theodore Boone: Half the Man, Twice the Lawyer
Girl Stolen
Buddy
Skulduggery Pleasant
Girl, Missing
Private Peaceful
Wonder
Nightjohn
The Scarecrow and his Servant
The Boy Who Lost His Face
Cirque Du Freak
The Cay
The Hobbit

Novels for Second and Third Year Students:

BLACKMAN, Malorie
BOYNE, John
BRONTË, Charlotte
CATHER, Willa
CONNOLLY, John
CROSSAN, Sarah
GLEITZMAN, Morris
GOLDING, William
HINTON, S.E.
OHNSTON, Jennifer
KIERNAN, Celine
LEE, Harper
MITCHELL, Jane
MULLIGAN, Andy
NESS, Patrick
NICHOLSON, William
ORWELL, George
PORTIS, Charles
STEINBECK, John
SWINDELLS, Robert

Noughts and Crosses
The Dare
Jane Eyre
My Antonia
The Book of Lost Things
The Weight of Water
Once
Lord of the Flies
The Outsiders J
Shadows on our Skin
Into the Grey
To Kill a Mockingbird
Chalkline
Trash
The Knife of Never Letting Go
The Wind Singer
Animal Farm
True Grit
Of Mice and Men
Stone Cold

Upcoming Events in Coláiste De Lacy:


First Year Parent-Teacher Meeting: Tuesday 23rd January 2018 (4:156:45pm)



Transition Year Parent-Teacher Meeting: Tuesday 6th February 2018 (4:156:45pm)



Mock Exams for 3rd years: Commence week of Monday 29th January to Friday 9th February 2018. More information to follow after Christmas.



Wellbeing Week (Monday 19th—Friday 23rd February 2018)



Week 2 of TY Work Experience: Monday 15th to Friday 19th January 2018

Nollaig agus Athbhliain shuaimhneach is shonasach
Wishing you peace and happiness for
Christmas and the New Year
From all of the staff and students of Coláiste De Lacy

